To inspire every child to recognise their full potential, believe they can make a difference and respect themselves, others and the world in which they live.

LEARNING JOURNEY
We finally reached the end of our Going Global unit! We have thoroughly enjoyed learning all about globalisation and how it directly impacts, both in a positive and negative manner, our lives and the lives of others around the world. In preparation for our exit point, we spent the last week working in two distinct groups: those preparing for a debate on the impact globalisation has had on Phnom Penh and our lives living in the city, and those researching a Cambodian company that sells Fairtrade products. On the actual day, all Milepost 3 learners presented their work in a mature and articulate fashion — a big well done to everyone!

We are now preparing to launch our next topic—The Human Body!

WEBSITE OF THE WEEK
www.kidshealth.org/kid/htbw/

MATHS
In maths we have been considering probability and chance. We have been thinking about things that are impossible, and decided that there are few things that are! We have conducted probability investigations and then worked on displaying our results in different ways, such as, a bar chart and a scatter graph. Finally, we have created a mathematical poster displaying when we have learnt about probability and chance!

Another busy mathematical week in Year 6!

PERSONAL GOALS
Throughout February our fifth iCAN personal goal is MORALITY.

We will all be encouraging members of iCAN to be more moral by:
- Playing sensibly with friends
- Knowing how to behave
- Thinking about what is best
- Thinking through things and making good choices
- Avoiding peer pressure and treating others in the right way
- Knowing what is right and what is wrong

MORALITY

REMIINDERS
Thank you all for your support during this learning block! It was great to see so many of you at Family Learning Day, Sports Day and International Day! Enjoy the break!

Year 4-6 will be joining other international schools at Northbridge for a morning of sport on Tuesday 24th February

LITERACY
In Literacy, we have been learning how to write effective opening and closing speeches, in preparation for our globalisation debate—our exit point for our Going Global unit. We wrote our speeches using formal language and incorporated a range of linking connectives to join up our individual arguments. More recently, we have been planning to write an original short story, to be completed after the break. We are very excited about writing these stories!

Another busy mathematical week in Year 6!